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eClipse AMC End User Guide
**New Features Added**
There are five menu items related to the Applicant Management Center

Email / Text Candidates Tab – Candidate specific information. Enter candidate name and email and
phone number (if text is desired), select the package of searches for the position, attach documents (if
necessary), set recruiter notification, and if the information will go straight for a background check or
into AMC for review. Some of the default settings can be changed on a per-candidate basis.
Maintain Packages Tab – Create or Edit existing packages. In addition to selecting which searches to
associate with each package, also create a brief Job description to be displayed to candidate,
International option, or Candidate Self-pay feature. It also can define questions to establish minimum
requirements for each position and set alerts of requirements.
Applicant Tracking Tab – Main “dashboard” from which candidate information can be reviewed.
Archived Applicants Tab – Secondary location to move candidate data no longer active. It can be easily
accessed without interfering with daily workflow.
Configure Tab- Setting up logo, company name, default settings, and customize all candidate email/text
communication.
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Generate E-mail/Text

The only information needed to invite a candidate to complete the online form is their name and email
address or phone number (if texting is the preferred delivery method).
The “Candidate Recruiter” information will be pre-populated based on your login.
Select a package from the "Position Applying For" drop-down box. This will determine the relevant
fields displayed to the candidate (i.e.- if a motor vehicle report is not included in the package, the
candidate will not be asked to provide a driver's license number).
If the “Reference” Field is required, the recruiter will be forced to populate this field before
emailing/texting the form to the candidate.

If multiple email/text templates are allowed, please select the appropriate template from the dropdown box. If there is no drop-down, it means that additional templates have not been created or
that this setting is turned off.
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Select the "Maintain Email/Text Templates" button to create new templates or edit existing ones.
You can create separate templates for the verbiage desired for texts or emails.

Document Management **documents can only be emailed to candidates. You cannot text forms**

Up to 5 files can be attached to the initial email to the candidate. Supported file types include txt,
.rtf, .pdf, .doc, .pub, .xls, .ppt, .wpd, .asc, .ans, .cvs, .zip.
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Applicant Tracking

The Applicant Tracking dashboard lays out basic candidate information in an easily readable format.
Detailed information is just a click away with the easy to read icon shortcuts.

The following actions that can be performed directly from the Applicant Tracking dashboard:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Archive a candidate
View an application
View the candidate's activity history
View the candidate's answers to the package questions
View the candidate's email/text history
Change the candidate's status by selecting the appropriate color flag
Send for a Background Check
Send an email/text to the candidate
View attachments uploaded by the candidate
Add/view notes

Applicant Management Legend
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Applicant History: This link will show any activity associated with a particular candidate.
Email/Text History: This link will show any emails/texts that have been sent to the candidate,
including solicited applications and confirmation emails/texts for submitted applications. If the
candidate needs to have the solicited application resent to them, there is an option to do so.
Send Applicant Email/Text: Send email/text directly to the candidate with full tracking under applicant
history.
Send Applicant to Background Check: Submit a request for a background check for the candidate.
Questions: This link will show any questions asked to the candidate and their respective answers. This
link will not appear if there were no questions associated with the package sent to the candidate.
View Attachments: This link will appear when any attachments have been added for the candidate.
Maintain Notes on the Applicant: This link allows electronic storage of notes specific for a
candidate. Please be careful, as once saved, these cannot be deleted and become part of the
candidate’s file. Only authorized users can see these (not the candidate).

Applicant Search

Filter Tracking List: Select applicants that are in a specific filter (i.e. Red flagged- Not Hired)
Applicants Last Name: Search for any applicants with a particular last name
Recruiter: Search for applicants assigned to a specific recruiter
Position: Search for applicants that applied for a certain position (or package)
Wildcard: If you do not know the exact criteria you can use the wildcard (*) to search
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Archived Applicants

The “Archived Applicants” dashboard is almost identical to the “Applicant Tracking” dashboard.
This allows storage of candidate information that may not be current but still needs to be kept on
record. Records can also be purged from this location.

Move Selected to Archives: button will move any currently selected candidates to the Archived
Applicants List.
Move Selected Back to Applicant Tracking List: button will move any currently selected
candidates back to the Applicant Tracking List.
Purge and Remove Selected from List: button will permanently delete any currently selected
candidates.

The following actions can be performed directly from the Archived Applicants dashboard:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Send a candidate back to the Applicant Tracking Tab
View an application
View the candidate's activity history
View the candidate's answers to the package questions
View the candidate's email/text history
Send an email/text to the candidate
View attachments uploaded by the candidate
Add/view notes

Initial Set-Up (Configure AMC)

Company Information: Set up your company info, including your website. The candidate can be redirected to any website you choose upon completion of the data collection forms.

Upload Logo: This allows you to set the individual company logo for the Applicant Management Center.
Select the button to upload your customized logo button.
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Logo: The file formats available for the AMC eClipse logo are GIF and JPG. Select the logo for the client
and hit submit.

AMC Settings: Configure the set up for your Applicant Management Center for emails/texts, file
uploads, drug testing, etc. A new feature now allows you to create tiny URLs to text or email your
candidates.
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PII Settings: PII is Personally Identifiable Information- any data that could potentially be used to identify
a particular person. From here you can configure the visibility of the personal identifiable information
(PII) for clients applicants.
Required: Field will appear and is required to complete application
Display: Field will appear, but is not required to complete the application
Do Not Display: Field will not appear as part of the application
Un-Mask DOB or SS# on Application “View” form – By default this data will be masked (XXX) on
the Application screen on the website.

Un-Mask DOB or SS# on Application “View” form – By default this data will be masked (XXX) to
the recruiter the application screen on the website.
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Manage Release Forms: This will allow you to add other pages to the application that may or may not
require acknowledgment by the candidate. If “Requires Checkbox” is selected, the candidate must
acknowledge the text on that page by checking the box before moving to the next page in the process.
This is captured and saved as part of the application.

Signature Confirmation: Instructions for electronic consent to be displayed for each application.
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Disclosure/Authorization: Configure the verbiage for Disclosures and Authorization. Sample verbiage is
provided, however, we strongly recommend you insert your company-approved language. There are
very specific compliance laws surrounding the language used (or not used) on these forms, so please
consult with your legal counsel to ensure you meet your company requirements as well as the Fair
Credit Reporting Act (FCRA).
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Application: Configure the verbiage that will appear in the application that is completed. Again, sample
language has been provided as a starting point, but please customize to meet your specific needs.

Application Verbiage: Ability to customize verbiage for volunteers or other positions that are not
“applicants”. These replacements will appear throughout the entire application.
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Confirmation Page: Configure the verbiage for the confirmation email/text that applicants received if
they save, but do not complete their applications. If you choose to utilize an expiration date for the
application, you could indicate that here.

Submitted Application: Configure the verbiage for when an applicant submits their application.

Search Instructions: Configure the instructions that will appear next to the searches in the application. If
you need certain details this is where you would request them.
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Initial Candidate Email / Text: Customize the initial candidate email/text. This is specific to solicited
email/text. You will have the option to allow multiple templates for the initial email/text based on your
requirements.

Solicited Settings: Configure if solicited applications are submitted directly for background checks or if
they go to AMC for review. Also, configure the client for multiple email/text templates, require
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reference numbers, etc.

Unsolicited Settings: Provides the URL clients can use for their unsolicited applicants. Configure it the
unsolicited applications are submitted directly for background checks or if they go to AMC for review.

Package Settings: Configure default package for unsolicited applicants and configure login greeting for
unsolicited applicants.
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Maintain Packages

Packages determine what search types will be ordered for a candidate. For a solicited application,
the recruiter will choose what package to send to the candidate. For unsolicited applications, a
default package can be set or the candidates can be allowed to choose from a list of available
packages.
Job Position Code: This will be used as a unique name for the package.
Job Description: If the recruiter/candidate has more than one package to choose from, this will
be the name of the package that is displayed to them.
Position Type: Employee and Volunteer forms are tailored to suit different candidate types.
International: Use this if the candidate will have an international address (that will not fit the
domestic City/state/zip format).
Package Price: The package price will be displayed to the candidate
* This will only be visible if credit cards are required for payment.
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Tiny URL with package: This assigns a specific URL for the individual package if used in an Unsolicited
situation.

Searches to Order: Select the searches for the package with a drop-down of web packages already
created for consistency and ease of use.

Prompt Setting: Configure if the client will only be prompted for searches requested (this is a
recommended setting)
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All packages that have been set up will be displayed on the “Maintain Packages” Tab.
Each package can be made available/unavailable to be selected by the candidate when they are
beginning the UnSolicited Application. Simply select the "Yes" or "No" that is located in line with
the desired package.
To define custom questions for candidate response, select the "Define" button.

Questions can be formatted as "Answer only", "Yes/No" or “Multiple Choice”

The candidate can be required to enter a response in the comment field depending on how they
answer the question. An alert can also be displayed depending on how they answer the question.

